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a and e is common,7 it will become evident that the 

poet wrote 

(pev qe'Uv, Ka Tazv itdpav i:ZetLxeZ' c tit 6' 'Avaag; 

'EmrlaTEizX) + accus. means 'arrive at', 'reach' (cf. 
A. Eu. 906 dai~aTra .. . . etareietv ZXOva) and 

belongs to the poetic language, whereby it fits with 
the high-flown diction used in the Idyll (the girl's 
pev pevi is of course tragic in tone: the neatherd's 
hand has ominously reached the juirpa; on the 
shades of meaning of ev--tragic or mock-tragic-cf. 
Rumpel, Lex. Theocr., s.v.). My restoration is not 

only palaeographically, semantically, stylistically and 

syntactically consonant, but also contextually appo- 
site. The neatherd first reaches the /j,rpa with his 

hand, and then proceeds to loosen it: the sequence is 

clearly expressed in line 55. 'EneattZXe is followed 

by a full stop denoting a pause; after the pause- 
which indicates the time used by the neatherd to 
loosen the uittpa8-the girl asks him Cs Tz( 6'&'evaac; 
Once the juldpa has been loosened, the maiden's fate 
is sealed: she tries to stop the neatherd's progress 
(Fl[dve 57)9, but to no avail. 

GIUSEPPE GIANGRANDE 

Birkbeck College, University of London 

7 Cf. e.g. Thes., s.v. a, 7A7 f., quoting Schaefer. 
8 In the same way, the pause between /tn ':tLpcida 

Trv xelpa and Kal e&rlae; in line 19 denotes the interval 
between two attempts made by the neatherd's hand. 

9 Mituve means literally 'mane ubi es' (Rumpel, 
Lex. Theocr., s.v. diluvo): cf. e.g. Ap. Rh. i 304,833), 
i.e. in the context, 'stay where you have arrived with 

your hand' and do not proceed to remove the 
dunexovov. 

Parmenides' Sexual Theories. 
A reply to Mr Kember 

In an article entitled 'Right and left in the sexual 
theories of Parmenides' (JHS xci [I97'] 70-9) 
Mr Owen Kember challenges my statement (Polarity 
and Analogy [Cambridge, 1966] 17) that 'Parmenides 
probably held that the sex of the child is determined 
by its place on the right or left of the mother's womb 
(right for males, left for females)'. In his article 
Kember draws attention, usefully, to the confusions 
and contradictions of the doxographic tradition. He 
has, however, in my view, misinterpreted one crucial 
piece of evidence. This is the testimony of Galen, 
who quotes Parmenides Fragment 17 (&SE'repolitv 
jedv KOVpOV5, Latoolct 68 KOVpag) in the course of his 
commentary on [Hippocrates] Epidemics vi ch. 48. 
Kember notes, correctly, that the meaning of the 
fragment by itself is quite unclear: 'the only deduction 
which can be safely made from the actual fragment 
is that Parmenides thought right and left were some- 
how connected with sex, and even here we must rely 
on Galen's judgement that the passage did in fact 
refer to sex in the first place' (op. cit. 76). But 
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fragment by itself is quite unclear: 'the only deduction 
which can be safely made from the actual fragment 
is that Parmenides thought right and left were some- 
how connected with sex, and even here we must rely 
on Galen's judgement that the passage did in fact 
refer to sex in the first place' (op. cit. 76). But 

Kember also maintains that Galen's own introductory 
comments and interpretation of the fragment are 
ambiguous: 'when he ]Galen] says that "the male is 
conceived in the right part of the mother" he might 
well mean that a F1 [first generation] male offspring 
is actually conceived in the right of the womb, i.e. 
that the sex of the offspring depends on position in the 
womb, or alternatively, he could be arguing that an 

offspring which is already male is conceived in the 

right of the womb, i.e. that position in the womb is 
determined by sex' (ibid.). 

Now so far as the statement of Galen that Kember 

actually quotes goes, one may agree that by itself 
this is unclear. But Kember neglects the context in 
which Galen's remark occurs. All that Kember 

gives of Galen's introduction is the single sentence 
that is quoted in Diels-Kranz. But this is embedded 
in an extended discussion and commentary of Epi- 
demics vi ch. 48 running, in Wenkebach's edition 

(CMG v Io, 2, 2) from 11820 to 12I i . This 

Hippocratic text is, as Galen himself remarks, 
obscure. Galen observes that if this book of the 

Epidemics had been a treatise prepared for publica- 
tion, Hippocrates would have made his meaning 
plainer, but this does not stop Galen himself from 

stating quite clearly what he takes to be the Hippo- 
cratic doctrine in question. First he quotes and 

amplifies a text from the Aphorisms (v ch. 48)1 to the 
effect that male embryos are generally found on the 

right side of the womb, females on the left, adding 
that it is elKo' for what is hotter to be formed in the 
hotter part of the womb and going on to say that the 
male is hotter, as the size of his veins and his colour 

(males being generally darker than females) show. 
Later in the same chapter (I20 3) he refers to his 
work On Mixtures for proof of the truth of the opinion 
that the constitution of males is hotter than that of 
females. Finally ( 20 22) he states that the fact that 
males are mostly conceived in the right-hand side of 
the womb is proved by anatomical dissection, and he 
refers to his treatise On Anatomical Procedures for the 
cause (airza) of this. And when at I21 4 ff. he 
summarises the cause of this supposed fact (that male 

embryos are on the right), he refers to the difference 
between the two sides of the womb, in particular to 
the purer quality of the blood on the right side. It is 
fairly clear that what Galen has in mind here is an 

1 Cf. Galen's remark in his Commentary on the 

Aphorisms (xvii B 840 f. Kuhn): OepFtorEpa 6e rx KpadoL 
yiyveraL ro1l; uBppvoti; oV~X rKLtara Kat 6itd r -yopl[ov, 
6'rep EcrTl ZT6 6eitdOv ZOI r vrepag; Loptov. The scholiurn 
of Theophilus shows that he, too, was in no doubt as 
to the meaning of the Aphorism: r aizla O'Tt z 
appeva Oeptjuorpd CUrt Kal Cd a Tovo Ev TolT; 68tLoi; 0); 
Ev OepuoTe`pot;l 6rjjlovpyovvxlat (ed. Dietz, ii p. 469). 
Before Galen, too, Soranus had interpreted the view 
of 'Hippocrates' in a similar sense: Ciero ycp ev JtEv 

Tol 6eItoL F[peIatv Tr; ivroTpac,- 0rviArjpqev,o; zroi 
a:pt,aros aippev drnoeelcrOaat, ev 6ET roT; et)iwvtuotq; Oijvt 

(Gyn. i 13 45, CMG iv 32). 
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efficient (not a final) cause and that what he con- 
siders he has to explain is how the sex of the embryo 
is influenced by the side of the womb it is in, not how 
the side of the womb is determined by the sex of the 

embryo. It is because the right-hand side of the 
womb is hotter (and has purer blood) that it helps to 

produce hotter (that is male) offspring. 
Reference to Galen's discussions elsewhere shows 

that this is indeed his view. On the Use of Parts xiv 
ch. 7, ii 302 ff., especially 309 f. Helmreich, and 
On Seed ii ch. 5, iv 626 ff. Kiihn, especially, show that 
Galen's own doctrine is that the sex of the embryo is 
determined both (i) by the side of the body from 
which the seed of the male parent comes, and (2) by 
the side of the womb the embryo is in (in both cases 

right is correlated with hot and male, left with cold 
and female).2 In his discussions of Epidemics vi ch. 48 
he evidently interprets the Hippocratic text as in line 
with his own view, and the truth. When, therefore, 
he cites ancient writers (including Parmenides) in 

support of the view that males are generally formed 
on the right side of the womb, it is not to illustrate 
the idea that the position in the womb is determined 

by the sex of the embryo, but to support the doctrine 
that he himself maintains (and believed Hippocrates 
to hold), namely that the sex of the embryo is 
determined (partly) by the position in the womb. 
While the introductory statement quoted by Kember 
is ambiguous when taken on its own, its sense in the 

argument of the chapter as a whole is clear. It is no 

part of Galen's purpose to maintain or illustrate the 
doctrine that position in the womb is determined by 
sex: he is concerned to argue for the reverse con- 
nection. 

Of course we cannot be certain whether Galen had 

good grounds for citing Parmenides in support of this 
view. As already noted, the fragment by itself is not 
conclusive evidence for this, nor can we be certain 
that Galen knew the context of Parmenides' statement. 
Moreover when Galen goes on to adduce Empedocles 
in this connection, he may well have misunderstood 
Empedocles' theory: Galen's interpretation appears, 
at least, to conflict with the testimony of Aristotle 
(GA 764ai f.).3 Nevertheless, despite these doubts, it 
seems to me that Galen provides the best evidence we 
have concerning Parmenides' theory of sex differentia- 
tion. As Kember shows, neither Fragment 18 

(quoted by Caelius Aurelianus) nor Lactantius 
(De opif. ch. 12) nor Censorinus (de die nat. 5.2 and 3 f., 

2 E.g. To) TOlvvv 6tmTijv I/EV dpXijv elvat Trfj TO(V 

dppevcov yeveaeCo, ?V UV Zo ol Orjeat TZv 6e8tdav /jTpav, 
EV 6eo ToT; appeat Tov 6etdlv opXtv, ixZvpoT'pav 6' co; td 
roAAlcd ytyveaOat Tr?v LrxTpav Eoy0otovv EavTrf TO KVOV/Ie- 

vov, ci; av Kal Xpdv o vo n2rtlatdlovatav, evi)oycos cW 
enl zT znoo.v Trd ev dppeva Tc)v et#p&ov ev TavT&r, Td 6e 
07 ea Ka-ra Triv dpptrTepdv evplaKeTat (ii 309 Helmreich). 
Galen grants, however, that occasionally female 
embryos are found on the right of the womb, males 
on the left (e.g. iv 633 Kuhn). 

3 See Polarity and Analogy I7 n. 4. 
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6.5 and 8) helps us to discover Parmenides' views on 
that topic. Aristotle PA 648a28 ff., referring to a 
difference in temperature between the two sexes, is 
not clear on how Parmenides thought sex difference 
arose, and GA 763b30 ff. cannot be definitely referred 
to Parmenides. We are left, apart from Galen, with 
Aetius. v 7.2 does not provide the basis of a general 
theory of sex determination, and v I I.2 is not relevant 
to this problem at all. If the text of v 7.4 is sound, 
it is in direct conflict with Galen's testimony: but the 

reliability of v 7.4 is doubtful, if only because it 
attributes to Anaxagoras a view that contradicts the 

testimony of Aristotle (GA 763b30 ff.) on that 

philosopher.4 If Galen's testimony were in fact as 

ambiguous as Kember suggests, one might hesitate 
before choosing to follow Galen rather than Aetius. 
But if I am correct in arguing that the context in 
which Galen cites Parmenides makes it quite clear 
what Galen's interpretation of Parmenides' position 
was-namely that sex is determined by the position 
in the womb-then I would repeat that this text is 
the strongest evidence we have for Parmenides' theory 
of sex determination.5 

G. E. R. LLOYD 

King's College, Cambridge 
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4 In an as yet unpublished article on Anaxagoras' 
theory of sex differentiation and heredity, Kember 
has, however, argued that the testimony of this 

passage in Aristotle 'cannot be unreservedly trusted'. 
5I am grateful to Professor Sandbach and to 

Mr Kember for comments on an earlier draft of this 

paper. 

A Note on IIPHETHPOE AYAOE 

In a recent article J. J. Hall has argued that the 

mysterious nprlarTpoq av3do; which figures in Anaxi- 
mander's theory of the universe is the funnel-shaped 
body of a tornado or waterspout.' In reviewing 
meteorological evidence he notes that lightning often 

accompanies such storms. Anaximander himself 
could have concluded that the funnel is actually full 
of fire and then could have drawn an analogy between 

fiery heavenly bodies seen through a hole in surround- 

ing mist and internal fire seen through the open 
bottom of a cloud. 

M. L. West has expressed doubt about this sugges- 
tion on the grounds that 'a person in the uncomfort- 
able situation of looking up such a funnel would not 
see fire.'2 There are undoubtedly some difficulties 
in Hall's proposal, as he himself admits. But West's 

objection is oddly off the mark. What is initially 
at issue is what Anaximander believed to be true, not 
what is true. The tornado interpretation assumes 

1 ',IPHZTHPOl AYAOZ', in JHS lxxxix (1969) 
57 f. 

2 Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient (Oxford, 1971) 
243. 
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